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Introduction

All the graphical and media industries have been affected by the radical evolution of ICT in the past 20 years, whether
through incremental efficiencies, the creation of new revenue opportunities or, negatively, through the elimination of
traditional skills, competencies and functions. 

For the audiovisual industries, the impact has promised to be even greater. Although traditional audiovisual products,
television programmes, radio programmes and feature films, may be stored and distributed using physical media they
exist as either analogue or digital information. In one sense, the audiovisual industries’ products are images, sounds,
ideas, stories and information. However, without information and communication technologies such products could not
exist. These technologies have also had a major impact on the printing industry in terms of job functions, skills and
product delivery.  For publishers, whose role can be described as agents for the development and distribution of
creativity, technology has enabled them to move away from their role as specific product providers to that of content
providers and to build closer relationships with their suppliers and customers. To understand the evolution of these
industries one must understand the changing nature of the technologies that underpin it.  

With the shift from analogue to digital production and the arrival of IP (Internet Protocol) based communication
networks, the graphic and media industries have  progressed beyond the introduction of efficiencies to potential
convergence of delivery, platforms of devices, content and services. Consequently, the challenges facing the graphic and
media industry are both more fundamental and more complex than those facing other industries. 

ICT-driven change is not, however, an isolated phenomenon. It takes place in concert with a variety of other drivers.
These long-term trends and drivers encompass social, economic and cultural factors and either form the background to
change, setting constraints upon it or provide an impetus to the adoption of technologies.

This does not diminish the importance of technologies themselves as a driver of change. For example, ‘disruptive
technologies’ have allowed national industries and leading enterprises to establish a clear competitive advantage.
However, even the impact of important disruptive technologies must be seen in the context of wider processes of
systemic transformation within developed economies, namely the phenomena that are grouped together as, ‘The New
Economy,’ and the process of digital convergence. If industry stakeholders are to understand the nature and scope of ICT-
driven change then reference to these terms is unavoidable. 

The concept of ‘The New Economy’ has dominated economics and business strategic thinking since the mid-1990s. Its
birth has been dated by many as 9 August 1995 – the day that Internet browser company Netscape went public (Mandel,
Michael J., 2001). It implies a break with the rules that formerly underpinned economic growth and the emergence of a
variety of new drivers, among them globalisation, technology, the restructuring of value chains, new relationships
between economic agents, and a new, more aggressive role for the financial markets in driving innovation in all sectors
of industry. Importantly, for the purpose of this study, the proponents of the new economy suggested that technologies
would drive increasing efficiencies within the companies that adopted them, allowing them to adapt more rapidly to
shifts in marketplace conditions and respond more quickly to new opportunities. This more fluid approach even
promised to smooth out the excesses of the business cycle, raising the prospect of uninterrupted economic growth.

The new economy as well as related concepts such as digital convergence and the extended organisation have influenced
to a great extent strategy formation since the mid-1990s, not just within the media but also a wide variety of industrial
sectors including travel, financial services, real estate, retail and manufacturing. Recent developments within the US and
in the broader international economy may have questioned the validity of some of the new analytical concepts but they
remain important. 

© European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2003
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Digital convergence can be seen as in many respects a subset of ‘new economy-thinking’, suggesting a collapsing of
enabling technologies (and associated roles) and that were traditionally separate and the preserve of discrete value chain
players. Convergence between infrastructure components, platforms and devices, vendor and service supply functions
have created new opportunities for organisations allowing them to move out of their established markets and into new
fields of business: telecommunication companies have targeted opportunities in the provision of content, software
companies and internet service providers have explored roles as electronic payment operators, and satellite and cable
television operators provide e-commerce and t-commerce functions. Publishers have separated the wrapper from the
content, distributing it to multiple platforms and offerings and creating new revenue streams from additional rights sales
and syndication.

The current climate has been made even more uncertain by the downturn in technology and new media markets. New
economy and new media sceptics have diagnosed the collapse of the technology bubble as either proof of the non-
existence of the new economy or an inevitable readjustment in the wake of the overselling and hyping of new economy
stocks and especially those in technology, media and telecommunications. While some success stories have emerged
from this period of rapid expansion and change, the failure of so many eBusiness and new media companies to identify
and secure revenue streams and to make a return on their backers’ investment led many observers to question whether
the new services and new forms of content can ever be provided on a viable basis. This in turn affects the introduction
of new delivery platforms, principally broadband and third-generation mobile devices. These face a difficult childhood
and adolescence, even though they potentially open the way to new services and content offerings that may eclipse those
of the first wave of the World Wide Web. 

There is another scenario, potentially more damaging the prognoses of either the new media sceptics or the advocates,
that of disruptive technologies permanently destabilising an industry yet failing to create the conditions for its future
growth and sustainability. Failure at takeoff is arguably one of the most serious threats facing European media in the
broadband era. 

Despite negative perceptions regarding the new economy, eBusiness and new media a number of key technologies are
nonetheless bringing out an increasing level of integration and supply chain efficiency within commercial organisations.
While technologies and disciplines such as knowledge and information management, content management, enterprise
resource planning and supply chain management may be less glamorous than many of the business to consumer services
that emerged in 1997-2000 their impact has been arguably far greater. For some analysts and observers such technologies
are opening the way towards a next generation of web-enabled commerce and are ushering in the era of ‘the extended
enterprise’.

Industry structure

Overall structure
The structure of the European audiovisual industries has become increasingly complex in the past 15-20 years driven by
technological change, the arrival of new platforms and commercial opportunities, regulatory change and a new division
of labour driven, in part, by the sectoral interests of leading creative and technical workers who have chosen to taken
their skills outside of the structures of traditional broadcasting organisations.

Many of the same technologies are making their impact felt upon the audiovisual industries as in publishing. However,
the nature of these impacts is quite different due to both the nature of the underlying products and services involved and
the differing nature of the industries structure.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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The progressive liberalisation of the European audiovisual industries has lead to an increasing division of labour across
the audiovisual value chain (illustrated in Figure AV1), particularly in the television sector. A similar process has
occurred within the field of radio broadcasting with the growth of independent radio production companies and the
service providers (jingle writers, advertising producers etc.). However, many radio broadcasters remain vertically
integrated and the live nature of much radio broadcasting means that the medium lends itself to an integrated structure.
The initial expansion of the market has also been followed by a process of rationalisation and radio broadcasting in many
territories is dominated by a handful of larger players and public stations. 

Audiovisual activities can be classified into five basic functions within the audiovisual value chain (cf. Figure 1). Three
of these can be broadly grouped under the heading of television broadcasting:

1. free-to-air television (supported by either advertising or public funds) offered via terrestrial networks;

2. multi-channel and Pay TV operators providing a portfolio of channels via satellite or cable distributions systems;

3. channel packagers responsible for creating programming services carried by multichannel systems (but lacking their
own distribution infrastructure).

Although independent producers, in-house production units and distributors are frequently organised as self-contained
organisations or units, the areas of activities are often grouped together within official figures and are sometimes
undertaken within integrated organisations. Certainly, the close relationship between:

distribution and production finance process makes it sensible to address these two areas together;

facilities and post-production activities play an important role supporting the production process with both advanced
technologies and specialised skills. 

Each of these roles has been impacted by ICT, transforming the nature of each process and its relationship with
organisational players.

Figure 1: The role of players within the changing audiovisual value chain
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Broadcast television 
Broadcast networks provide the foundation of the European television industry. Moreover, despite the arrival of
competing platforms they remain the driving force behind the European content industry1. Public and private broadcast
channels (typically 4-5 in each key market) continue to dominate audience and advertising share.

Most European public broadcast channels remain based upon a vertically integrated structure with their own production
facilities, supplemented by outside contractors. Since the creation of the UK’s Channel 4 in the early 1980s, a number
of new services such as Denmark’s TV2 and Franco-German cultural channel Arte have replicated this model.

Multichannel and pay television services 
The 1990s witnessed a rapid expansion of multichannel television and the introduction of satellite and cable-based
distribution networks. This growth took place against a background of almost 100% television set penetration, the
principal exceptions being Belgium, Bulgaria, France, and Romania where a variety of cultural and economic factors
have held television set ownership below 95% (the lowest level being Romania at 87.2% penetration)2. 

Prior to 1991 the growth of multichannel television was lead by Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, the United
Kingdom, Switzerland and Sweden. In Germany and Benelux the construction of analogue cable networks was driven
by investment either by the local PTT or by local municipalities. This was also the case in the former German
Democratic Republic. Multichannel development in the United Kingdom and Sweden was driven by new entrants
offering satellite delivered programming packages (BSkyB in the United Kingdom and Kinnevik/TV3 in Sweden).

Analogue infrastructure enables the delivery of a limited number of basic and premium channels and provides basic
subscriber management capabilities. The upgrade of cable networks enabled the addition of telephony and Internet
access to some companies’ customer proposition.

The number of multichannel homes has increased sharply throughout the 1990s and will continue, reaching over 50%
of all television households in 2007. From 1996, operators started launching new digital services typically providing
more than a hundred basic-tier thematic channels, pay-television channels, pay-per-view (PPV) events and near video
on demand film services. Importantly, these networks provided a more sophisticated addressable infrastructure with a
sophisticated return path allowing impulse purchase of programming and interactive television functionality. Even more
sophistication is enabled by the new broadband cable infrastructure introduced by European operators.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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1
See European Commission, Economic implications of new communication technologies on the audio-visual markets, 1997.

2
The large increase in television households in the mid-1990s reflects the prior exclusion of Bulgaria, the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Romania and Russia from statistics.
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Figure 2: Growth in European television infrastructure (thousands). 

Source: Television in Europe to 2010, Zenithmedia, July 2001

Figure 3: The growth of multichannel and digital television networks across Europe

Source: Television in Europe to 2010, Zenithmedia, July 2001

Initial growth of digital television in Europe has been driven in most countries by direct to home (DTH) satellite such
as BSkyB, Canal Satellite, and TPS (Television par Satellite). 
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However, cable networks are gaining ground, trading on their ability to provide telephony and broadband Internet
services in addition to basic and premium pay television packages (a ‘triple play’ offering).

Structurally, multichannel operators can be separated into platform and conditional access systems operators (companies
owning and operating cable and satellite networks), channel operators (companies programming and operating basic and
pay-TV channels) and packagers (companies who assemble packages of programming for aggregation within the
packages or ‘bouquets’ offered by operators and delivered via platforms). 

Table 1: Europe’s leading cable operators 

* Combined figure supplied. n/a: Revenue and Ebitda figures not provided where breakdown unavailable.
Source: Cable and Satellite Europe

Production and distribution 
The structure of the production and distribution industry has changed considerably as companies have sought to take
advantage of new regulatory regimes and adapt themselves to the new opportunities created by the changing structure
of the broadcasting and multichannel sectors.

Production and distribution takes place within a variety of organisational contexts:

Departmental production within vertically integrated broadcast organisations. Some enterprises organise production
with production arms or divisions.

Production divisions with diversified media conglomerates.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Company Cable Revenues (EUR)  Y/Y revenue EBITDA (EUR) 
 Year-end '01 1stQ '02 growth (%) Year-end '01 1stQ '02 ARPU (€) 
Kabel Deutschland n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
UPC n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Ish 388,300,000 n/a 10.60 168,400,000 n/a 61.54 
NTL UK 2,246,164,000 572,804,000 n/a n/a n/a 802.20 
NTL Europe 522,925,000 128,720,000 -14.79 151,246,000 33,789,000 267.78 
Telecolumbus 192,473,068 n/a n/a n/a n/a 104.04 
Essent Kabelkom 272,000,000 n/a 24.20 n/a n/a 163.07 
Comhem/Telia Stofa* 122,044,900 n/a 21.00 n/a n/a 61.08 
Telewest 1,378,913,000 365,243,000 15.81 n/a n/a 1,027.67 
Primacom 165,496,000 43,900,000 33.10 68,742,000 18,735,000 125.71 
Casema 203,832,000 -53,528 20.59 -53,528,000 n/a 154.91 
Iesy 118,199,000 29,754,000 n/a 20,582,000 3,574,000 90.88 
TV Cabo 276,076,000 80,000,000 41.58 40,330,000 13,000,000 238.00 
Noos 227,000,000 n/a 14.54 n/a n/a 241.59 
TDC Cable TV 160,800,000 43,014,000 8.7% 6,700,000 n/a 194.09 
France Telecom 142,000,000 n/a 4.75 n/a n/a 181.59 
Numericable n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Metromedia Int'l Group 11,828,320 3,207,680 81.96 6,500,385 n/a 24.46 
Telenet 172,300,000 n/a 83.76 -19,800,000 n/a 430.41 
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Integrated producer-distributors capable of developing projects, raising funding, and distributing final products in
selected markets.

Distribution companies which act as production-finance and co-production specialists and sales agents for content
owners.

Independent production companies.

Independent production expanded dramatically in the 1990s with the introduction of production quotas and the move
towards commissioning-house structures and practices within broadcast organisations. 

Precise figures for the size of the production sector are difficult to identify due to the nature of industry classifications.
NACE class 92.2 includes all radio and television broadcasting and radio and television productions. Nor are industry
associations representative of the true scale of the industry. Many companies are not members of the main trade bodies.
Some organisations such as the UK’s PACT (Producers Alliance for Cinema and Television) and Italy’s ANICA represent
a broad swathe of their national industries. Many countries follow the pattern seen in France where a large number of
unions and trade bodies cover a fragmented sector. What can be said is that the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Spain
and Italy each boast several hundred production companies of varying sizes. In other countries the industries are
significantly smaller.

More recently, competition for commissioning budgets and a desire to build more viable commercial units has led to a
rationalisation and in some territories, ‘super-indies’ have been formed with mergers often designed to allow companies
to extend their range, covering new genre or extending their presence in an existing one. 

Facilities and post-production 
There are few reliable sources on the size of and growth trends in the European facilities sector. However, the sector
enjoyed growth throughout the 1990s (despite increasing competition from in-house expertise within production
organisations). The market is dominated by the UK, Germany, France, and to a lesser extent, Spain and Italy. The size
of these markets is mirrors volumes of domestic broadcast and commercials production. However, the UK is a major
centre for international post-production and Germany, France and Spain are making modest gains in attracting
international business. 

Table 2: The size of Europe’s leading post-production markets

Source: Media Directories International, 1998 

© European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2003

 1997 (EUR million) 1998 (EUR million) 
Benelux 171.5 190.6 
France 451.0 469.3 
Germany 724.7 761.4 
Ireland 23.6 26.4 
Italy 203.7 222.1 
Scandinavia 154.1 168.0 
Spain, Portugal 142.9 155.8 
UK 332.2 362.2 
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Drivers of change

General economic drivers 

The end of scarcity
Since the emergence of radio as a broadcasting medium the audiovisual industries have been defined by the economics
of scarcity. Limited analogue bandwidth meant that only a handful of broadcasters could operate in a given locality or
region. While this limited the viewer and listener choice and erected barriers to entry, it placed a premium on the value
of airtime and placed considerable bargaining power in the hands of incumbents. It also guaranteed a degree of stability
and predictability in incomes allowing broadcasting licence owners to plan for the future.

The arrival of multi-channel and digital television raises the prospect of an end, in relative terms at least, of scarcity and
a gradual erosion of the value of airtime. At the same time competition for audiences and for programming has increased.
Original programme budgets have been reduced as premium programming diverts funding away from development and
production budgets. Lower cost acquired programming (predominantly from the United States) fills the gap leading to
an overall decline in production and employment.

Certain aspects of this pessimistic scenario have manifested themselves in many European television markets, although
rather than the incumbents it has, in many cases, proven to be the new entrants, particularly in the pay-TV sector and the
basic cable sectors, that have been most severely affected. The bankruptcy of Kirchgruppe, and the high levels of debt
carried by organisations such as Canal+ (France), Stream and Telepìu (Italy), Sogecable (Spain) and Telewest and NTL
(United Kingdom) all point to the inherent difficulties of reconciling a finite income stream, intense competition for
rights, and the costs involved in rolling out new infrastructure. 

An expanding revenue base
The negative consequences of fragmentation have been ameliorated, in part, by the increase in industry revenues as
proliferating audiovisual channels expanded the range of revenue streams available. 

Table 3: The growth of European audiovisual revenues

Source: European Audiovisual Observatory, 2002

Between 1996 and 2000 European Audiovisual Production grew at an average rate year on year of 11.8% (faster than
had been predicted by most commentators and analysts). This rate of growth is likely to have slowed during the
following two years due to the recession within the international advertising market but broadly, the growth of revenues
has not hit a plateau as many had feared.

Such growth has not been uniformly distributed and many new services have been launched only to find themselves
falling substantially short of their revenue targets. In particular, this has impacted new niche channels launched onto
basic cable and satellite packages. Despite being able, in many cases, to draw upon both advertising income and a fee

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Year Market size (EUR million) Year on Year Growth % 
1996 46,293 - 
1997 53,427 15.4% 
1998 58,988 10.4% 
1999 65,450 11.0% 
2000 72,398 10.6% 
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from the network platform operator many such services have failed, unable to attract enough income to cover even
relatively low production costs. 

The range of revenue sources available has expanded considerably, largely thanks to the implementation of new
technologies such as pay-television subscriptions, the sale of packaged media (such as VHS cassettes and Digital
Versatile Disks (DVD)) and home shopping (Figure 4). 

Although some forms of income have grown slowly (for example, public revenues), the emergence of complementary
revenue streams have led to an overall increase in audiovisual income to support a wide range of different broadcasting
and production activities. 

Direct payment for content has become an increasingly important component within th       e revenues of European radio
and television broadcasters. Mandatory contributions in the form of licence fees, taxes on services and, more indirectly,
aids and grants out of general taxation form the largest element and have increased on average by approximately 22%
since 1996 (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Composition of the European media market (EUR million)

© European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2003
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Figure 5: European contributory income (EUR 000s)

License fees form by far the largest single contributor to public service broadcasting revenues throughout the European
Union (and many Eastern European countries). Notable exceptions are Spain where over 75% of the income of RTVE
and the stations serving the autonomous regions is derived from the sale of commercial airtime, Greece where ERT is
largely reliant upon aids, grants, and advertising, and the Netherlands which funds its highly decentralised and devolved
public broadcasting system through a combination of aids and grants (approximately 55%) and airtime sales
(approximately 30%).

Voluntary contributions in the form of pay-television revenues have grown even more rapidly. The bulk of such revenues
is collected by companies responsible for packaging private pay-TV bouquets and combine both basic subscriptions and
payments for premium services (mainly feature films, sports and adult programming). Since 1997, European public
broadcasters have also sought to take a share of European multichannel income launching their own subscription-based
channels. However, by 2000 their share of European pay-TV revenues was only 1% of the total.

While European governments maintain their commitment to public service broadcasting finance via either license fee of
general taxation there has been little recourse to large scale corporate sponsorship as in the United States where such
contributions provide an important source of income. Nor do public foundations or private benefactors currently play a
significant role. In the United States bodies such as the ‘National Endowment for the Humanities’, ‘The Annenberg
Foundation’ and the ‘National Science Foundation’ play an important role in funding public service programming. 

Despite the current downturn in international media markets, observers and media buyers suggest that the value of the
European advertising market will continue to grow in the next eight years. Projections by leading European media
buying company Zenith Media suggest an average annual growth rate of 8.7%. It should be noted that these figures do
not reflect the full impact of the advertising slump of 2001-2002. However, the growth of the television market has
outstripped predictions made in the mid-1990s.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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The growth of the European subscription market has also outstripped past projections. In mid-2001 Zenith predicted that
subscription revenues (including both basic and premium subscriptions) would increase from a level equal to 90.1% of
European advertising expenditure to almost level-pegging (98.1%) by 2010.

However, although the balance between advertising income for television services and subscription is shifting in favour
of advertising, this does not mean that advertising is in decline, rather, the total volume of advertising revenues has
increased.

Economic drivers specific to parts of the industry

Broadcast television
Public service broadcasters with few exceptions face static, and in many cases, declining revenues. Budgetary growth,
driven in the 1960s and 1970s by the conversion from black and white licences to colour, has come to the end although
most broadcasters argue for an increase in licence fees to reflect the switch to digital and the increase in output.

Increasing competition to private (and advertising-supported public broadcasters) leading to declining advertising
rates. However, broadcasters’ high-reach has acted as a counterweight to downward pressure on airtime prices.

The end of broadcasting’s hegemony is now in sight, 2002 has seen cable viewing overtake the US networks’
combined audience share for the first time in history.

Multichannel and pay television services
Uptake of pay-TV programming (whether delivered by satellite or cable) has been uneven and dependent on the
established offerings in the market. The German premium market has been slow to take-off largely due to the fact that
so much programming is already available on the basic tier and consumers are unwilling to pay more. This contrasts with
the rapid uptake of services in the United Kingdom.

Production and distribution
Although some independent producers orientate towards work for hire, most base their business models on the
exploitation of rights, providing a long term return on their work. In some cases this has led to receiving smaller sums
on being commissioned, requiring greater creativity in putting financing packages together.

Facilities and post-production
The facilities sector is dependent entirely upon the health of the wider audiovisual economy and in particular upon that
of the independent sector.

The European post-production industry is highly reliant upon the production and post-production of commercials.
While Europe boasts several centres of excellence in disciplines such as CGI (computer graphics and effects) these
centres, like their international counterparts, are highly vulnerable to fluctuations in the advertising economy.

Many traditional broadcasters have reduced their production and post-production overheads and are unlikely, in the
short term to reverse such policies. There has, however, been a degree of consolidation and reintegration around cable
groups and between post-production and production groups.

Germany has enjoyed a rapid expansion of its production and post-production sector and German companies (in
particular, the ‘Das Werk’ group) have played a catalytic role leading to the creation of pan-European production and
post-production enterprises. German growth has been driven, in large part, by the growth of the ‘Neuer Markt’ stock
market. The demise of the neuer Markt has had a correspondingly negative effect on the German media and new media
sectors.

© European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2003
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Fluctuations in European post-production business have historically been dependent on fluctuations in exchange rate.
Increased stability in volumes of business suggest an overall strengthening of the sector and the decreasing importance
of exchange rates as a driver. 

General technology drivers
Digital technologies now impact every link in the audiovisual value chain requiring audiovisual companies to constantly
review internal processes, business models, internal organisation and resources. They also present a wide range of new
opportunities for broadcasters, distributors, producers and post-production facilities to reposition themselves and their
activities.

Productivity and planning tools
Numerous productivity and planning tools have emerged on the market expanding the range of tasks producers
(particularly those in the independent production community) can take on themselves. These include:

scripting software;

story boarding software;

budgeting applications;

resource management applications;

logging tools.

Typically such functions were performed by in-house or retained specialists and in many instances this is still the case.
The digital nature of such tools means, however, that unlike conventional equivalents they can be automatically
integrated with other digital functions. They also provide functions allowing a higher degree of planning and integration,
for example, between scripting and story boarding and increasing the level of control throughout the whole production
process. Such capabilities are particularly important in the digital production process. Although digital video (DV)
enables economies that are harder to achieve with analogue technologies the scope of post-production intervention is far
greater and demands greater control throughout the process. Currently these systems tend to be PC based and oriented
to the single user but they are expected to become server based and incorporate collaborative and workflow functionality.

Finally, the emergence of electronic budgeting and scheduling systems raises the possibility of integration with
broadcasters’ commissioning and planning systems and thereby the optimisation of supply chain efficiencies.

Digital production
The declining cost and increasing functionality of digital production equipment is a key driving factor of change in the
audiovisual industries. The quality of digital camera equipment from relatively low-level DV systems to the high
definition cameras now beginning to be employed in movie production is changing the production process in a variety
of ways. Such systems enable a totally digital video and post-production process although current systems require a
transfer of the data from tape to the disk-based systems used for post-production. As well as being relatively low-cost
DV systems (the principal formats being DV and Digital 8) they also have the advantage in a fiction production or low-
budget feature environment of enabling immediate review and playback eliminating the cost of excessive prints and
rushes.

More significantly still, the emergence of low cost PC or workstation-based editing and effects systems are bringing
many of the functions once performed by facilities companies inside production organisations. New systems are both
cheaper and easier to use than their professional predecessors. However, for many organisations, particularly those

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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working in factual programming, such systems allow production teams to have more hands-on control throughout the
production process as well as achieving significant economies.

New graphics and animation technologies, some of them such as Shockwave and Flash developed for the website
development, have placed new low-cost tools in the hands of a new generation of audiovisual content creators. The
Internet has also presented them with a new platform for promoting and, in some cases, distributing their work.

Not all innovations are in the end of low-cost film and television programme making. Hi-definition broadcasting has not
taken off in Europe as had been expected in the early 1990s (Europe has largely opted to use digital broadcast for
standard definition broadcasting albeit increasingly in 16:9 format). Hi-definition equipment is increasingly gaining
acceptance with feature film directors (most notably with George Lucas whose Star War prequels have all been shot
digitally). As equipment comes down in price this is likely to be repeated with drama producers, challenging 16mm film
and lower resolution digital formats.

Packaging
The content packaging function has traditionally meant the assembly of audiovisual content into broadcast schedules,
designed, in a variety of ways to maximise audiences and attractiveness towards advertisers. The progressive
improvement of ratings gathering systems combined with the ability to analyse aggregated data from multichannel
homes (equipped with set-top boxes) places an increasing volume of data at schedulers disposal when making decisions.
At the same time, the proliferation of competing channels makes the packaging role within broadcast organisations
increasingly difficult. Furthermore, the arrival of new technologies such as VOD and the PVR present new challenges
for schedulers used to presenting programming in a time-based schedule.

Sales and marketing
The multiplication of platforms and viewing options for consumers has moved sales and marketing functions to the
centre of the process of creating and realising value in the audiovisual environment.

Although sales and marketing departments have an ever widening array of tools at their disposal, the challenges of
differentiating programmes in an increasingly unstructured marketplace are considerable.

A number of providers have attempted to create eBusiness exchanges and sales platforms for airtime inventory (one of
the MediaConnex was developed in association with KPMG Consulting). Such systems have met with limited success
as they cut across established relationships and practices.

Distribution
Distribution is perhaps the area of activity that has been most radically transformed by ICT. Content distribution takes
two principal forms:

direct distribution of content by electronic networks and packaged media to end consumers;

business-to-business distribution where exploitation rights are sold and traded, either within countries and domestic
secondary markets or internationally.

In both cases, new technologies create both new products and opportunities for the exploitation of audiovisual works. 
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The past ten years have seen a rapid process of evolution among packaged audiovisual formats. Numerous formats have
emerged only to fall by the wayside, among them Philips’ CD-i, Video CD, and the pioneering analogue Laserdisc
technology (the latter is still in limited production but is now being phased out). The withdrawal of some of these
formats, particularly, CD-i, had a serious impact upon producers many of whom found themselves stuck in the middle
of development programmes and facing significant liabilities.

The most dramatic development, however, have taken (and are taking) place in digital distribution. The technological
underpinning of these developments have already been addressed.

In addition to digital terrestrial broadcast, and the broadcasting of hundred of channels over multiplexed satellite and
cable networks, broadband Internet is emerging as a distribution medium. At the risk of oversimplifying, this opportunity
is being explored from two different directions; web-based initiatives developed by producers and distributors and
intended for consumption over high speed Internet connections and a handful of initiatives currently under trial using a
Video on demand over ADSL model. The latter is typically offered in association with ADSL franchises and is being
tested in the UK, Hong Kong and a handful of other international markets.

Customer care, billing and payment systems
Customer care and billing systems are becoming increasingly important, particularly within the multichannel, pay-TV,
interactive television and new media services arenas. Billing systems form a crucial integrating factor ensuring that the
wide variety of chargeable customer activities can be translated into a customer statement.

Such systems are also integrated with customer care and CRM systems used for upselling services and for informing
call-centre staff. All are designed to encourage the maximisation of annual average revenues per user (ARPU) and to
maintain customer satisfaction thereby containing subscriber churn.

These are not the only payment and billing technologies being explored. Broadband networks’ ability to act as a
distribution channel for digital content is leading many operators to also explore the potential of digital rights
management technologies, both as a means of preventing piracy of copyrighted materials but also as a means of
accessing micropayments and exploring more sophisticated distribution models.

Viewing and consumption
The success of digital and interactive television initiatives in Europe has been predicated upon the successful
dissemination of set-top box (STB) technologies. The next generation of digital STBs or home gateways will add a
significant array of new functions allowing broadband internet access, the provision of sophisticated interactive
television (iTV) functions including t-Commerce, gaming, and the accessing of supplementary content. Many already
incorporate PVR functions although frequently with certain features as ad-skipping disabled.

Management and integration technologies
ICT is not simply having an impact at the level of individual links within the value chain. It is also becoming increasing
important in ensuring the ability of organisations and networks to integrate their activities efficiently, to plan and to
manage change. They also allow the exploitation of assets across multiple channels thereby allowing greater return on
investment and amortisation of capital costs. Such technologies include:

Content management systems and XML-based architectures easing the distribution of content across multiple
platforms and channels and the syndication of content.

Digital asset management technologies ensuring the efficient management of content during workflow, enabling
efficient storage, retrieval and archival,  allowing content-creating organisations to manage the exploitation and reuse
of assets, and facilitating future planning and commercial decisions.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Knowledge management creating the learning organisation and ensuring that knowledge and best practice is
disseminated widely3.

Enterprises characterised by the integration of supply chain functions, management functions and sales channels have
been described as Extended Enterprises as their internal functions are closely intertwined with those of their suppliers
and customers. 

Audiovisual enterprises are beginning to move in this direction and to develop the kind of management systems used by
companies in other sectors. However, for most the challenge of integrating operational systems, particularly around iTV,
presents enough of a burden already. However, it can be said that many lack the planning and management tools that are
required in a rapidly changing environment.

Technology drivers specific to parts of the industry

Broadcast television
The switch to digital will allow broadcasters to offer far more channels (typically around 16 depending on how
regulators allocate frequencies and administer multiplexes). While appropriate for flagship networks and free-to-air
services such as public networks the case for digital terrestrial as a platform for premium pay-TV services is yet to be
proven.

Digital terrestrial television (DTT) is being rolled out in Europe in SDTV (Standard Television) format. The US has
opted to use DTT or hi-definition. Some Scandinavian broadcasters are arguing for such a strategy.

DTT allows broadcasters to provide additional services including iTV and additional digital ‘side-channels’ providing
supplementary information to the standard content of a programme.

DTT introduces the potential for new sources of income including t-Commerce.

The introduction of the personal video recorders (PVRs) presents a challenge to traditional scheduling and airtime
sales approaches as they ease time-shifting of viewing and in some incarnations allow the skipping of advertisements.

Multichannel and pay television services
Although more technologically limited (particularly in terms of the provision on interactive services and broadband
Internet functionality) satellite operators have been quicker to market. Furthermore, direct broadcast by satellite has
been more economical as operators have been able access a large number of available transponders. By contrast, cable
networks require large public works programmes. 

Although many countries have high levels of analogue cable penetration many of these mature markets require
upgrades to their networks to make them capable of carrying broadband services. The reallocation of Deutsche
Telekom’s cable networks has been made dependent on bidders willingness to upgrade infrastructure.

Satellite and cable operators have pioneered the use of ‘Near Video on demand’(NOVD) and pay-per-view
programming. Cable operators are better placed to take advantage of ‘Video on demand’ (VOD).
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Production and distribution
As well as reducing the cost of production and allowing producers to eliminate post-production intermediaries digital
communication technologies present, in the long-term, the prospect of being able to directly address audiences and to
develop new exploitation models. 

Codecs like DivX (which in its latest incarnation includes digital rights management functions) and distribution
networks such as Intertainer and Transmission Networks provide alternatives to traditional distribution. These
technologies are, it must be stressed, at an early stage of evolution but already, for consumers with broadband
connections they allow the downloading of long-form video such as television programmes and feature films. Div X
4.01 allows DVD-quality films to be compressed to between 500 and 700 MB.

Streaming video technologies also provide the opportunity to directly address the audience and are already used by
companies such as Atom Films (now owned by Shockwave). Established production companies such as animation
house Aardman Films have developed series of shorts for the service. 

Syndication technologies enable programming to be distributed via a variety of portals and third-party sites while
ensuring usage is monitored and where appropriate, revenue shares returned to the content creator.

Improvements in digital rights management software and the implementation of subscription management
technologies have allowed content creators to begin ‘monetising’ digital content creation and distribution. Real
Networks reportedly is now making a profit on the operation of its GoldPass subscription service accessible via the
RealOne mediaplayer. Many content and service providers are also making use of the digital rights management
functions incorporated with the Windows Mediaplayer. A range of other companies are also addressing the needs of
content companies for secure distribution platforms. Developments in standards such as XrML and XcML are
providing standard programming languages and syntax for the definition of usage rights.

Despite the increased capability of broadband networks, codecs, and players the immediate potential of digital
distribution via the Internet (as opposed toVOD systems designed for ADSL networks) should not be overstated. VHS
quality video requires a 500 Kbsec stream while DVD-quality requires a data rate of 750 kbsec. Although ADSL
networks claim rates of 512 Kbsec in reality this currently tends to be around 384 kbsec. Furthermore, unless the same
piece of content is being transmitted to multiple users the many-to-many nature of such distribution is highly
inefficient and expensive to scale. More predictable and consistent data rates and improved compression can be
expected to improve the performance and attractiveness of this distribution model in the medium term.

Streaming technologies are also being used by distributors as a means of enabling previewing of clips by buyers and
as a support tool in the sales and marketing process. Such techniques are also being deployed by conference organisers
such as Reed Midem to complement their role convening programme markets. They help programme buyers identify
materials for preview. However, they are not a substitute for established ways of undertaking programme acquisition.

Facilities and post-production
Post-production encompasses a wide range of activities involved in transforming raw footage and audio into a final
audiovisual product and can therefore be seen as the content processing function within the audiovisual industries.
Among these functions are tape editing, desktop (disk-based) editing, graphics and effects, telecine (the conversion of
film footage into digital formats) and audio work including dubbing and the cleaning up of recorded sound. Although
part of the production process this study, in line with industry convention, groups post-production and other facilities
including studios and dry-hire (the renting of equipment for fixed periods of time).

In the 1980s, rather than retaining all post-production in-house, broadcasters and larger production groups increasingly
outsourced such activities to reduce their fixed overheads. However, the declining cost of post-production equipment and
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its increasing user-friendliness has put pressure upon the sector, highlighting its vulnerable position within the value
chain.

The post-production and facilities sector’s reliance on developments in ICT as both a basis for their expertise and a
source of competitive advantage has proved both a strength and a vulnerability. Some post-production companies have
formed partnerships and alliances with production groups and others have chosen to move upmarket into more
specialised areas of activity (especially computer graphics). However, for many, the re-absorption of many of these
functions within production and some broadcasting organisations has forced a high degree of consolidation within the
industry.

The sector is moving away from tape-based editing and towards digital, disk-based (non-linear) editing systems. These
enable higher levels of productivity and faster turnaround times.

Cheaper and more user-friendly editing technologies have placed sophisticated capabilities within the grasps of
production companies. The new PC-card systems have marked the demise of costly systems based on dedicated
workstations.

Although offline, non-linear editing is increasingly moving in-house, it is likely that post-production specialists will
continue to be needed for online work and tasks where extensive technical and engineering skills are required. The
blurring of the boundary between online and offline is also likely to reinforce the need for highly skilled specialists. 

Facilities companies are now focusing their efforts on high-end services such as CGI, titles, dubbing and other specialist
skills.

The increased use of DV will lead to a decline in telecine work although this is likely to be sustained by the commercials
and feature film sectors where the greatest resistance to digital image capture is likely to be found.

High-capacity dedicated networks such as Soho.net are providing the ability to move audiovisual assets between sites
and across continents allowing production centres to compete more effectively at an international level.

New technologies such as DVD mastering, interactive television development, and the development and provision of
webcasting and streaming media services are providing important new revenue streams.

The increasing use of CGI within ‘edutainment’ programming (such as the BBC’s Walking with Dinosaurs) is driving
new business towards high-end graphics houses and is expected to continue doing so in the short-to-medium term. 

Facilities houses will have to integrate themselves more seamlessly into the production processes and the systems used
by their collaborators. Technologies and standards such as ‘Advanced Authoring Format’ are already becoming standard
for the interchange of content and metadata in the post-production process.

Systems for providing online access to work in process and rushes point to a more seamless and collaborative integration
with the working process. Facilities will increasingly make use of networked, collaborative systems enabling greater
efficiency.
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General regulatory drivers
The audiovisual industries have been extensively regulated and have experienced considerable change during the past
decade as policy makers have sought to grapple with the challenges posed by new technologies and to reconcile the
interests of national content producers and distributors.

The context for many of the changes in European regulation was provided by the Uruguay negotiation round of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). This process led to the establishment of the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) as a global framework to debate trade issues at international level and the establishment of the first multilateral
framework regarding trade in services (GATS) and the protection of trade-related intellectual property rights (TRIPS).

Although the TRIPS agreement and the Information Technology Agreement have implications for the audiovisual sector,
it is the GATS agreement that has allowed Europe to preserve the ‘cultural exception’ by allowing them to impose
transmission quotas upon broadcast networks and maintain subsidy systems geared towards achieving structural change
within the European content industries. The GATS agreement assumes a progressive liberalisation of the services that it
covers and the new round of negotiations, GATS 2000, are now underway. This programme has been paralleled by
negotiations towards the establishment of a work programme on all trade issues relating to electronic commerce (defined
as the production, distribution, marketing and sale of goods and services by electronic means).

Under pressure from lobbyists within the US entertainment industry US negotiators have returned to pressing for an
abolition or dilution of the cultural exception following the conclusion of GATS 2000. However, consultative meetings
held within the European Union have reaffirmed commitment to continued preservation and promotion of diversity
within an enlarged European Union. 

The European Union has been overhauling its own internal regulatory regime and the measures required to ensure the
health and competitiveness of its audiovisual content industries. A process of consultation was initiated with the
publication of the Green Paper on Convergence in December 1997, its aim to develop a regulatory framework capable
of addressing the convergence of Telecommunications, Media and Information Technology sectors and addressing new
services being introduced on digital platforms. In doing so it initiated two parallel consultative processes, one dealing
with the transmission of content, the second with content itself. 

The transmission consultative process concluded in 1999, leading to the conclusion that transmission (networks) should
be deregulated and opened up to the maximum possible degree of competition. Five directives have been introduced
dealing with the:

framework;

authorisation;

access and interconnection of networks;

universal service;

data protection.

Network operators are also affected by Commission directives on the unbundling of the local loop and on competition.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Content regulation will be designed to ensure:

freedom of expression and pluralism;

cultural and linguistic diversity;

protection of minors;

consumer protection (ensuring, for example, the continued separation of advertising and editorial content). 

The review of content regulation is taking place within the context of a revision of the Television without Frontiers
directive. Three studies are being undertaken during 2002 and the communication of their results will take place by the
end of the year when a work plan will be announced, preparing the final review of Television without Frontiers.

The other key area for regulatory intervention is copyright. The moral and ownership rights of content creators and
commissioners can be said to form the very foundation of the audiovisual economy. Audiovisual enterprises are based
around the exploitation of rights in a wide variety of ways including the release of content via multiple windows. The
proliferation of platforms and digital distribution networks has increased the number of opportunities for exploiting
audiovisual properties. Such developments have also added further complexity to the issue of ensuring the proper
payment of artists and contributors for their role in the creation of works. 

The need to update copyright legislation to account for new technologies and business models was recognised in 1994
when the European Council stressed the need to create a general and flexible legal framework at Community level in
order to foster the development of the information society in Europe. 

These efforts have found their expression in the 2001 Directive (2001/29/EC), ‘On the Harmonisation of Certain Aspects
of Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society’. The scope of this report does not allow an extensive
exposition and analysis of these recommendations. However, they aim to address the specific nature of new distribution
platforms and have introduced measures designed to prevent the circumvention of technologies designed to prevent
unauthorised reproduction of audiovisual content. 

Regulatory drivers specific to parts of the industry

Broadcast television
A variety of models exist regarding the regulatory framework for the introduction of DTT and participation in
multiplexes (the DTT transmission platforms). Detailed analysis of the national markets for digital television has been
commissioned by the EU and is available on the Europa website at
http://europa.eu.int/information_society/topics/telecoms/regulatory/studies/documents/dtv_euro2000.pdf.

Established public service broadcasters are typically covered by ‘must-carry’ rules and are present on digital cable and
satellite packages. Private channels may have to negotiate their carriage with network operators.

Many markets are now addressing the question of whether and when to impose switch-off dates forcing viewers to buy
digital television sets or subscribe to digital services.

Multichannel and pay television services
EU competition policy has discouraged the emergence of dominant players in key markets blocking mergers and joint
ventures. The experience of the past ten years suggest however that few markets can sustain two rival operators as
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operators find it difficult to acquire critical mass whilst at the same time, competition drives premium programme prices
to unsustainable levels. 

Production and distribution
Quotas defined at national level remain one of the principle drivers for independent production.

General social and cultural drivers 
Social and cultural factors can be both important drivers of change and also barriers to the adoption of new technologies
and the success of business models.

Key among these is changing media consumption patterns. Media usage as a whole has increased in most international
markets, with electronic media usage growing at a faster rate than print. Even France, a traditionally light-viewing
country, is seeing increases in the number of hours watched every day.

The emergence of the Internet has led to a decline in some electronic media segments in some countries (this effect is
most pronounced in the United States). However, there are some indications that radio is proving more resilient perhaps
due to the fact that it can be listened to while undertaking other activities (including surfing the web).

Language is an important cultural driver within Europe and is also a barrier to the development of a single market for
cultural and audiovisual products. 

User taste and preferences is also an important factor. For example, despite predictions to the contrary packaged media
continue to show considerable strength and are now expected by many observers to continue to do so reflecting users’
taste for tangible commodities.

Social and cultural drivers specific to parts of the industry

Broadcast television
DTT is likely to fare best with those segments of the audience who only want a moderate expansion of choice, who
prefer scheduled programming and are resistant to paying additional subscription charges.

DTT may fare better in France where users are used to receiving subscription channels via terrestrial services (Canal+).
However, it is likely to encounter competition from pay-TV operators own digital ‘bouquets’ delivered via satellite or,
increasingly, by France’s cable networks.

Broadcast television tends to attract older-audiences (particularly in primetime) rather than younger audiences valued
by advertisers.

Production and distribution
The dot.com boom established a perception that content should be free as e-commerce and web media companies sought
to gain market share and construct business models around advertising and sponsorship. The growth of the digital music
market has reinforced such notions thanks to the role played by file sharing and peer-to-peer services like Napster,
Gnutella, Audiogalaxy and KazAA. 

This notion is deeply embedded and will be hard to dislodge with those users who have grown up with the Internet.
Surveys suggest that within the broader populace there is a belief that content should be paid for and that not to do so is
theft. Moreover, when questioned regarding how much they would be prepared to pay for music or video clips that they
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especially wanted respondents have suggested that they would in many cases pay substantially more than the average
price of a track of content item.

Facilities and post-production
Mainland European facilities and post-production houses are playing an increasingly important role, especially given
increasing investment from the US and, to a lesser extent, Japan and the formation of international groupings. Language,
however, remains an important factor, reinforcing the leading role played by London’s Soho-based industry.

Managing change

Study of the developments in European media in the past twenty years shows mixed success in managing change and in
responding effectively to technological developments and to international competitors. Many of the responses of
European organisations mirror those in the United States and other competing territories. 

Leading European audiovisual players have largely tried to take a strategic approach to implementing new technologies
(with mixed success). Arguably Europe has moved more quickly and successfully than the US in rolling out certain key
technologies (most notably interactive television and mobile telecommunications). However, the fact that so many of
Europe’s leading players (including KirchGruppe, Vivendi-Universal, Bertelsmann, Pearson, and Telefonica) are facing
financial difficulties or being forced to readdress their strategies suggests that the ability to manage change is not as
strong as one might desire4. 

A number of issues arise:

Most have attempted to monitor and learn from the lessons of other markets and large organisations have deployed
extensive resources to secure opportunities and to block the entry of competitors. However, the result has been high
levels of debt and gearing. 

Many European organisations have been impacted by internal conflict spurred by differences between ‘visionary’ and
‘pragmatic strategies’. 

There are mixed views regarding the best managerial structure for competing and responding to change. Observers
differentiate between the Microsoft/News Corporation approach focused upon a highly influential individual versus
the more collegiate and collective approach of many European organisations. 

European companies have encountered difficulty translating their strategies into practice, particularly when working
with Hollywood. Many senior executives lack the skills and contacts required to work at the top-levels in Hollywood.
In international merger situations this often means that a dominant role continues to be played by US executives and
decision makers, even when the merger is European-led.

Many digital media initiatives (both based upon digital television distribution and on the Internet) have lacked (and in
some cases, still lack) a clear route through to profitability. Managers face the difficulty of developing services and
products without reference to past experience or to demonstrable need or demand. In such instances strong risk-
mitigation skills are required or guidelines and metrics that can help managers decide when to terminate unsuccessful
ventures. In most cases such measures do not exist. 
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Most have encountered problems managing portfolio businesses, combining different forms of media and content
within the same organisations, and in creating internal synergies and efficiencies. Many larger organisations struggle
with the incorporation of acquisitions into their existing structures and processes, delaying the economies of scale that
might be expected.

Most have encountered difficulty matching their response (and investment) to the immediate scale of the opportunity.

There has been a tendency towards concentration within the audiovisual industry with larger organisations seeking to
address challenges through acquisition.

Companies are yet to develop adequate models for protecting and charging for content.

Acquisition strategies have often proven to be over-aggressive forcing divestment at a later stage (e.g. Canal+,
KirchGruppe).

Organisations lack key skills and knowledge to move into new fields.

Broadcast television
The initial failure of early DTT initiatives in the United Kingdom and Spain has not boded well for the success of
digital terrestrial. The industry is divided regarding the best strategy for its introduction. The UK licence has now been
awarded to a consortium of the BBC and BSkyB. It remains to be seen whether similar alliances between established
market leaders is the best approach to driving the success of the medium.

DTT provides only a limited platform for premium television. It cannot provide the number of channels required to
offer either Near Video on Demand or large numbers of sports channels. Therefore, its principal focus will be the
provision of leading free-to-air channels and a small number of scheduled premium movie and sport channels.

Whatever the means of delivery, broadcast channels’ main advantage remains the efficiency of the broadcast model
(with far lower cost per user served than on-demand models) and their investment in new programming.

Europe’s leading broadcasters are investing large sums in digital production and transmission infrastructure. Such
changes will introduce new efficiencies in the long term. In the short term they will have to shoulder parallel analogue
and digital systems although some operators such as BSkyB have been able to move faster and have already switched
entirely to digital.

Mainstream broadcasters have been able to leverage their substantial income streams and invest in interactive services.
In creating such services they have the advantage, in many cases, of an established brand and viewer perception which
can be exploited when creating interactive extensions.

Broadcasters have taken the challenge to the multichannel operators, launching additional channels, either as a
premium first window for their own programming, as a complementary service for specific genres or niches, or as a
secondary market for their archive programmes. 

Multichannel and pay television services 
European multichannel operators have a mixed record of managing change. Although BSkyB and Canal+ have been
successful (in their core markets) of building audiences and revenues the cost of digitisation and upgrading
infrastructure has been high and profitability has been slow to arrive.

While satellite operators have excelled at customer care and marketing, cable operators have been poor in both respects
and have until now been slow to convert homes passed to subscriptions. 

Cable operators have often grown through acquisition and have been slow to integrate systems. DTH systems have
been created on a ‘green field’ basis and face fewer problems of this nature.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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European cable companies have acquired high levels of debt in their attempt to compete.

Cable companies have lacked the negotiating ability and deep pockets to be able to compete effectively with rival
multichannel operators possessing established relationships with studios (for example, News Corporation/BSkyB,
Vivendi-Universal/Canal+ and Kirchgruppe).

Unlike broadcast channels, multichannel operators have shown themselves to be less threatened by technologies such
as VOD and PVR. Some network operators are introducing PVRs into their ‘home gateways’.

Production and distribution
The wide variations in the structures and commercial underpinning of production and distribution organisations makes
it extremely difficult to generalise regarding the management of change within the independent sector.

Most small independents are forced to react to opportunities and, although many professionals have a deep
understanding of the needs of their target market (principally commissioners) and of the need to attune their activities to
trends and developments within the marketplace, many do not have the luxury of long-term planning.

Many European independent producers were initially slow to respond to the challenge of the Web. One reason for this
was that even five years ago, many failed to understand the significance of the new medium and instead felt that the
Internet was a debased and primitive medium, particularly in comparison with television. However, while some
organisations have developed interactive arms, internal expertise and have produced imaginative interactive solutions,
many still lack interactive development skills and if they possess websites, these are static ‘brochureware’.

Broadcasters are increasingly demanding that programmes are developed in parallel with complementary interactive
sites and applications. New opportunities are also emerging in iTV and mobile. Only a minority of producers possess the
in-house skills to meet such needs and some lack even the relationships with external agencies to fill this skills gap. 

Producers have embraced opportunities created by the decline in production costs and increasingly undertake editing
functions in-house. However, this mainly applies to medium and large production organisations. Many lack even
rudimentary digital asset management systems and skills and are ill-prepared for a future in which business becomes
more fragmented. Knowledge of payment technologies is even more limited.

Only a minority of producers have fully engaged with the wider opportunities for online promotion and distribution. US
producers have been more innovative. In general, however, the lead has been taken by companies that have set up with
the specific intent of capturing opportunities in the interactive arena.

The high profile failure of broadband interactive media initiatives such as Digital Entertainment Network, Pop.com and
Pseudo.com and the difficulties encountered by the survivors of the Digital Hollywood explosion of the 1998-2001 has
discouraged many from following in their wake.

There are exceptions. UK companies such as Victoria Reel and Static 2358 have been highly successful in developing
interactive counterparts to programmes such as Big Brother (developed in association with producers Endemol) and in
developing interactive portals and gaming services. Both ventures have been profitable for their creators. Other
companies have been successful in using mobile technology such as SMS promotions and viewer participation, again
turning these into profitable activities.
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Facilities and post-production
After a period of rapid expansion in the 1980s the 1990s have seen widespread consolidation in the industry throughout
Europe. Many post-production houses have been acquired or have gone out of business.

Initial attempts to move into what seemed to be allied industries met with limited success, most notably the move into
web design and development. Many of the companies pursuing such strategies failed to understand the distinctive nature
of interactive design thinking that skills in onscreen graphics could be easily transferred. 

There is good reason to believe, however, that the post-production sectors’ second assault on this market will be more
successful, providing they can charge realistic rates for interactive and new media services. 

The PC-based design and development culture that evolved around the World Wide Web suited the cost-structures and
skill sets prevalent within the new media and digital design sector, and drew upon the strong graphic design skills of
such organisations. While these organisations have developed deep knowledge and appreciation of interactivity and the
lean-forward nature of the PC-based interactive experience, there is less evidence that they understand the more passive
environment of interactive television. Nor do they necessarily posses the technical skills involved in generating,
capturing and manipulating video content or possess the engineering knowledge required for the development of
efficient and effective interactive television initiatives. Although some organisations have emerged across Europe with
the required hybrid skills, much of the leadership in this field as come from the broadcasters and their close associates
in production and post-production. 

Anticipating change

European audiovisual companies face a future in which many of the old practices and assumptions will no longer be
relevant. This new environment will require the acquisition of skills and the development of new analytical and business
models.

Decline in existing packaging models will require the development of new approaches to scheduling and may impact
established revenue models. Broadcasters and multichannel operators will have to learn how to look to a variety of
different income streams to develop an appropriate funding model for each service, depending on its function and the
nature of the relationship with the audience.

Although advertising and marketing investment will continue to support programming and digital content, there is an
increasing need to be able to ‘monetise’ digital content markets.

Companies need to develop planning tools and models adequate to the tasks they face.

Companies will increasingly need data resources capable of facilitating planning activities.

Policy makers and content enterprises need to work together to create and nurture a sustainable digital content
production sector.

Content creating organisations need to invest in digital asset management technologies to ensure that they exploit their
assets effectively, allowing them to counteract the impact of market fragmentation. Content management and digital
rights management technologies will also become important aspects of efficiently presenting content across multiple
channels and ensuring that income is secured.

Broadcasters and producers must acquire the editorial and marketing skills required to optimise content for on-demand
environments.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Although personalised content is less relevant in the development of linear programming, scheduling, on-demand
services, interactive television and online initiatives require an understanding of how to adapt content to individual
users. Furthermore, in an increasingly fragmented and unstructured audiovisual economy, customer relationship
management will become an increasingly important tool. Although much audiovisual production will remain product
focused (oriented towards a cohesive production) the relationship between a product and its audience(s) will become
more complex placing increasing demands upon commissioners, distributors, and financiers.

Improvements to internal integration will continue to be required.

Improved digital distribution systems will be required if on-demand models are to be effective. More efficient and
cost-effective distribution systems are required, particularly for technologies such as streaming. 

Packaged media distribution (video and DVD) represents approximately 40% of the income derived from theatrical
releases. Distributors and regulators have all expressed fears that new distribution media would impact theatrical
attendance and receipts. Significantly, the expansion of DVD has taken place against a background of rising cinema
attendance.

The arrival of pay-per-view, Near Video on demand (NVOD) and, in a limited number of territories, Video on demand
(VOD) raises the prospect of an erosion of some established transactional revenue streams, in particular video rental. 

Transactional income tends to be hit-based, requiring highly developed marketing skills and a high degree of financial
resilience and stability. 

Home shopping channels such as QVC added the sales of goods and services to the potential sources of revenue
accessible by satellite and cable operators and channel packagers. However, such commerce activities were limited to
dedicated channel and did not enable direct purchase of the screen. With first generation iTV has introduced limited
capacity for t-Commerce, selling goods directly from the television screen. 

This and other services such as banking and lifestyle management function point the way suggest ways in which
network owners and programme suppliers can increase Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) and network utilisation. 

Usage-based revenues are only now beginning to be accessible. These include services such as telephony, Internet
services, and entertainment services such as gaming, all of which can be charged according to the amount of time spent
using them (or in some cases, by the volume of data exchanged over a network). 

All organisations need to develop and maintain partnerships and alliances, providing a basis for stability, collaboration
and the sharing of investment and production costs.

Broadcast television
Multichannel operators are beginning to present a challenge in the creation of original programming. Some leading
subscription operators such as Canal+ have always developed distinctive programming (in the Canal+ case as an
unencrypted lead-in to its subscription schedule). However, many have had schedules dominated by acquired
programming. In many cases, services such as BSkyB have served as platforms for establishing acquired series which
are then licensed to terrestrial television. Operators such as Home Box Office in the United States are now challenging
the networks as homes for innovative and audience-grabbing programming. Schedulers and commissioners are
increasingly aware of their need to change programming policies without alienating established (and often older)
audiences.

New approaches are required to protect revenue streams against PVRs and VOD. The short term threat from these
technologies has been overstated. PVRs have not yet significantly affected viewing patterns and VOD is only available
in a limited number of trial areas around the world. However, the leading industry executives in the US have described
the skipping of advertisements as ‘stealing television’ and argue that new models will be required if it becomes
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prevalent. CBS Entertainment president Nancy Tellem has predicted a return to 1950s-style sponsorship, when
advertisers were much more involved in the day-to-day production of television. The BBC has also experimented with
triggering the recording on PVRs of programmes it wishes to promote (much to the displeasure of TiVo PVR
subscribers).

Public broadcasters are likely to be less vulnerable to change and can play an important role as centres for
programming innovation (and innovation in the use of new interactive channels and services).

Broadcasters will need to further hone their skills in managing a number of promotional and exploitation channels.

Multichannel and pay television services 
Increasing demand for interactivity and broadband connections will help drive demand for cable. Cable companies
must take advantage of this demand.

Competition will continue to exist between cable and DTH. This is likely to be accentuated by developments in
satellite technology allowing limited on-demand programming. 

Multichannel operators will have to further hone their expertise in providing navigational and promotional functions
on their networks, counteracting increased time-shifting.

Cable and satellite operators have been at the forefront of anticipating and embracing change and new technologies,
particularly in areas such as interactive television, t-commerce, and gaming.

New technologies such as streaming over ADSL networks and VOD via ADSL will emerge as competitors in the latter
half of the decade.

Production and distribution
The expansion of broadband will drive demand for rich-media and broadband interactive content. While the capabilities
of broadband have been overstated it is likely to serve, at very least, as a transitional medium. The industry will continue
to be faced with a chicken and egg dilemma;  broadband requires digital content to drive uptake and thereby a market
capable of providing significant and predictable revenue streams but at the same time, producers find it difficult to
develop such applications without a clear view to profitability or at least a return on investment. 

The first wave of digital interactive media benefited from venture capital investment to develop interactive content. The
failure of these companies to achieve returns on such investment has made venture capitalists wary for the moment of
future investment. 

The next wave of ventures is likely to be driven by visionary production companies convinced of the capabilities of the
new media and will be developed on a smaller and more appropriate scale. Investment is likely to be attracted in the
wake of the development of ‘proof of concept’ services.

However, organisations need the skills and tools to be able to adapt to the challenges of the new environment.

Facilities and post-production
Facilities companies have generally been poor at anticipating change reducing it in many instances to the acquisition of
the latest technology. This strategy has proven insufficient to the magnitude of the challenges facing the post-production
sector.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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At the same time, organisations find themselves faced with a widening number of formats and expanding inventories of
obsolescent equipment. Concerns over the unsustainable nature of this approach is leading to an increasing drive towards
the adoption of standards.

However, the facilities sector’s greatest strength is its expertise and concentration of talent across the fields that it
occupies. Regardless of the decline in technology prices it is unlikely that production companies will provide the volume
of work, rewards and conditions provided by the facilities sector. Talent rather than technology is the key to the sector’s
future prosperity.

New delivery mechanisms (VOD, digital distribution) and services will require new skills and the interactive sphere
remains an areas of vulnerability although one where the industry is making headway.

The increasing accessibility of low-cost, powerful equipment will increase pressures upon the post-production sector and
even at the premium high-end, companies are expected to face greater demands from producers to increase productivity
and turnaround times.

Company restructuring

The story of the international media and content industries during the past 15 years has been one of accelerating merger
and acquisition activity as content companies, telecommunication operators and technology companies have sought to
secure distribution channels, achieve presence in strategic and emerging markets, and for the largest, build a platform
for a multimedia strategy.

Since Sony acquired CBS records in 1988 the international media and entertainment industries have been undergoing a
progressive process of consolidation and concentration. This has been driven, in part, by the major organisations’
realisation that they have little opportunity for organic growth. This has led to the creation of a handful of super-
conglomerates, Sony, AOL Time Warner, Viacom, Vivendi-Universal, Bertelsmann and News Corporation. Behind these
follow a number of leading national players among them Kirchgruppe, Carlton, Granada, Mediaset and Sogepaq
(although most of these have some investment outside of their domestic markets). 

It is by no means evident, however, that the wave of horizontal and vertical acquisition has benefited its protagonists in
all cases. Many of these organisations have found themselves overextended and are looking at demerger or disposals.

The wave of mergers has also been characterised by the acquisition of independent production companies, spurring
consolidation in the independent sector and bringing market leaders within the fold of leading media conglomerates.

Finally, the acquisition by media groups of content companies of all types of technology companies, Internet portals,
music sites and services represents an attempt to secure distribution channels and presence on strategic platforms and to
cement the relationship with end users.

Broadcast television
The broadcast function is likely to become one aspect of the development and exploitation of digital content brands
necessitating alliances with other platforms. Many broadcasters are already part of larger more diversified media groups.

Content development is likely to become increasingly independent from transmission as programming is developed for
a variety of platforms. However, such reorganisation is dependent on schedulers’ assessment of the relative merits of
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serving their core network audience (and potentially slowing its erosion) and the need to amortise production investment
over a variety of platforms.

Production and distribution
The past decade has seen a wave of acquisitions and restructuring as producers have decided to merge operations or have
been acquired by larger media and broadcast groups. 

Further consolidation can be expected in larger markets. However, a large number of smaller independent production
companies are likely to remain in existence, most of them oriented towards public service broadcast clients and towards
the needs of thematic channels (which have emerged as important markets for such companies).

Facilities and post-production
Consolidation within the industry is likely to continue but at a much reduced rate and can be expected to stabilise during
the next five years as new channels increase demand. 

Some companies have already become part of larger studio groupings or have established links and partnerships (for
example, the Scott Brothers Pinewood joint venture with London’s The Mill in feature film post-production). 

Attempts have also been made by major players to drive consolidation and to develop integrated pan-European groups.
Liberty Media (whose interests also lie in cable networks) has been on a lengthy acquisition spree on both sides of the
Atlantic and funded by Neuer Markt investment, the German group Das Werk has made acquisition in both production
and post-production (including a stake in Wim Wenders’ Road Movies).

A number of organisations have pursued upstream purchases in the value chain as a defensive move and a means of
securing income streams. Munich-based post-production facility Cinemedia moved into film production, and afterwards
secured a distribution deal with Buena Vista.

It should be noted, however, that there are few of what the US industry might regard as a true studio and most operations
are relatively small scale.

Competitiveness

The question of competitiveness is of considerable concern to both leading audiovisual enterprises and other partners in
the social dialogue within the European Union.

The notion of competitiveness within the audiovisual sector encompasses a number of concerns. These concerns are as
much cultural and political as they are commercial. 

The evolution of multichannel entertainment systems and the emergence of the Internet have accentuated concerns over
the imbalance in audiovisual trade. Moreover, the strategic importance of interactive communication, and the increasing
convergence of media and content industries with other areas of enterprise has further highlighted the importance of
creating a viable presence in this field.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Figure 6: The audiovisual balance in trade 

Source: European Audiovisual Observatory, 2002

However, Europe lacks certain advantages, most notably the regional concentrations of technical infrastructure and
expertise, talent, investment and networks that exist in the US and, more specifically, in Los Angeles and San Francisco.

However, Europe has enjoyed a lead over the United States, in iTV. European broadcasters and producers, among them
Canal+ (Vivendi-Universal), BSkyB (part of News Corporation) and Endemol have pioneered the development of
interactive television applications.

European companies have had less success in transforming their pioneering initiatives into profits. Cable companies,
media conglomerates and acquisition-oriented media groups have found themselves burdened with high levels of debt
and faced with capital restructuring (Telewest, NTL, UPC), the need to retreat and make disposals (Vivendi-Universal)
or even insolvency (KirchGruppe).

Furthermore, audiovisual companies across the board are operating at a loss as they struggle to cope with the challenges
presented by upgrading internal systems and, in the case of cable operators, to transform legacy cable systems, making
them capable for broadband and interactive services.

Broadcast television
The inherent cost advantages of the broadcast model are likely to help maintain broadcast channels’ competitiveness in
the short-to-medium term. However, the digital terrestrial model is limited in its potential and will require adept
scheduling and marketing if it is to flourish. Models such as the BBC/BSkyB alliance may prove the best hope for DTT
operators.

Multichannel and pay television services 
Multichannel operators will have to address their debt-levels (and may need to merge operations) if they are to remain
competitive.
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Production and distribution
The consolidation of the industry and the wave of mergers have on balance improved the competitiveness of the
production sector as a whole, creating media groups that are more able to plan for the future, and providing greater
stability.

Assessing competitiveness needs to take place on a genre by genre basis. At the high-end the larger production groups
are able to compete at an international level and to experiment with new platforms, selling programmes and often more
successfully formats into new markets. It should be noted that European producers have often been more advanced than
their US competitors in their use of complementary interactive programming and mobile content.

Most production markets are overpopulated suggesting that further consolidation is likely. However, smaller more
flexible organisations are better prepared to survive in such an environment.

Facilities and post-production
Although the competitiveness of the industry has declined in some areas, Europe boasts dense concentrations of highly
skilled specialists, particularly in areas such as graphics, CGI, and effects. Companies in key centres of post-production
(London, Paris, Munich, and to a lesser extent Barcelona) have established relationships with advertising agencies and
the major film studios and are regularly used for high-value projects. Italy and Spain, it should be noted, are constrained
by less advanced technical facilities although this is changing (Cinecitta in Italy, for example, is attempting to reposition
itself as a high definition digital studio facility).

It is at the lower, commodity end, particularly, in the field of editing, that competitiveness is a problem although for high-
end productions, independent facilities will still encounter high levels of demand.

Facilities still find it difficult to compete in the interactive sphere which is dominated still by specialist interactive design
agencies, interactive advertising agencies, and digital producers. The resurgence of interactive media will mean that if
they do not acquire their own capabilities in these areas and prove themselves capable of competing in the field they risk
losing crossover business (particularly in areas such as titles and onscreen graphics where some interactive agencies
already occasionally undertake work).

Work organisation

It is difficult to make any generalised points with regard to the reorganisation of work within European audiovisual
companies as considerable variation exists depending upon the specific business segment. Broadly, however, there is an
increasing trend towards outsourcing and multi-skilling.

Despite a relatively rapid growth of audiovisual revenues, employment (particularly full-time) has not grown as quickly.
Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that there has been a trend towards rationalisation within certain types of
organisation. Although many broadcasters, in particular, public broadcasters, retain large compliments of full-time staff
others have moved towards a commissioning-house with production outsourced to independent producers. In such a
model, a core of managerial, commissioning and sales staff are retained by the organisations, as many of the other
functions as possible are outsourced.

In television journalism and some factual productions technology has meant in some cases, particularly in low-budget
environments such as cable, a move towards approaches where multiple functions are allocated to individuals.
Lightweight production equipment is reducing the number of technicians used on news shoots and in some organisations,
journalists are filling the gap, setting up equipment for interviews. At the same time, it should be noted, new
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developments such as portable satellite uplinks and the use of internet telephony via satellite is allowing reports from
previously inaccessible part of the world and allowing news organisations to utilise their frontline reporting staff even
more effectively.

Multi-skilling is likely to increase further, particularly as audiovisual organisations adapt themselves to serving multiple
channels. This trend was highlighted by the Perti Project in 1999, (Prisma Consultants, 1999). Increasing pressures on
staff costs, a drive towards increased productivity, and a demand for hybrid skills created by multi-platform and
interactive technologies are likely to lead to the convergence of roles. Some functions, such as that of editor, are likely
to be involved at almost every stage. Rather than being restricted to editing they predict that editors will have some
involvement in mixing, graphics and design, titles, effects, scenes and network management functions. 

Even public broadcasters, in the view of international media union group UNI-MEI have moved towards a decrease in
permanent jobs, casualisation and deteriorating terms and conditions of work. Although some public broadcasters have
been able to largely maintain their levels of staffing (largely due to an expansion of activities into fields such as new
media and digital broadcasting) most have reflected the pattern of structural change that has taken place in the private
sector. Some reflect the downturn in advertising and a stagnation or relative decline in public funding (most notably
RTVE Spain and RTP Portugal). Among those organisations performing best in this respect are the UK’s BBC and Italy’s
RAI.

Table 4: Employment by sector within the UK television industry (full-time and freelance)

Source: Department Culture Media and Sport/Skillset, 2000 

According to Lone Le Floch Andersen of the European Audiovisual Observatory, restructuring is leading to the
replacement of vertically integrated companies by flexibly networked companies with increasing freelance employment
and outsourcing. The international audiovisual union umbrella organisation has criticised what it ‘describes as decreased
employment, increasingly precarious employment and deterioration in working conditions, including training
possibilities’ (Zoé, 2000). 

The shift from vertical integration, amongst both public and private broadcasters, has been driven by a number of factors
including:

a desire on behalf of broadcasting organisations to limit fixed overheads, obligations in terms of benefits and promote
flexible working
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 Employees % Freelancers % Total 
Producing  6,531 64.4% 3,601 35.5% 10,137 
Production 6,419 42.6% 8,647 57.4% 15,066 
Journalism and Sport 9,277 83.1% 1,881 16.9% 11,158 
Radio Broadcasting 6,037 68.7% 2,756 31.3% 8,793 
Television broadcasting 2,684 92.3% 225 7.7% 2,909 
New Media  7,592 69.6% 3,309 30.4% 10,901 
Animation 3,34 58.6% 236 41.4% 570 
Art and Design 1,208 88.8% 159 11.7% 1,361 
Post-production 4,050 73.0% 1,498 27.0% 5,548 
Lighting 1,401 16.4% 7,159 83.6% 8,560 
Totals 74,788 64.6% 40,981 35.4% 115,769 
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Independent production quotas, won by an increasingly vocal and empowered independent production lobby

The desire, rooted in both commercial interest and professional and lifestyle preference, of leading production and
post-production talent to work outside of the traditional structures of broadcasting organisations

A shift from work for hire modes of production to commercial models based on the retention and exploitation of rights.

Whereas the traditional forms of work organisation were stable and conducive to long-term planning, both on behalf of
employers and employees, the new networks are more fluid. While ICT per se is not responsible for the structural move
towards outsourcing, the decline in the cost and increasing sophistication of production equipment means that the
relationship between value chain players, broadcasters, facilities and content creators, is increasingly volatile and
alliances and partnerships tend to be of a provisional nature.

eWorking or remote-working although increasingly common in other areas of the media (journalism, editorial work) is
less common in the audiovisual sector due to the technological intensiveness and highly collaborative nature of
audiovisual content creation, packaging, and distribution, (European Commission, 2001).

Generally, union organisation remains high within the audiovisual sector, particularly among technical staff and actors
(in many territories membership of actors organisations such as Equity is still a pre-requisite for being able to work in
film, television or the theatre). Furthermore, most European countries have collective agreements covering performers
(with the exception of Germany and Italy).

Multichannel and pay television services 
Multichannel operators are characterised by distinct internal units (profit and cost centres) and tend to be leaner than
their traditional counterparts. Although some have their own programme production and packaging arms (or are part of
groups which boast such facilities) much of their programming tends to be commissioned externally. Support functions
(call-centres etc.) are often provided by casual or part-time labour. 

Production and distribution
Structured around a small number of founding producers and a relatively slim administrative infrastructure, even larger
production organisations tend to opt for a flexible model, scaling up according to the ebb and flow of commissions and
employing production staff on short term contracts. However, such organisations do retain a small but skilled group of
development staff. 

The smallest independent producers run an even leaner structure and between productions may be effectively dormant.
Such production is often described as lifestyle rather than a business choice. 

Demography

The dispersal of skilled audiovisual workers within nation states varies considerably according to each nation’s political,
economic and social structure. Most states have developed a degree of localisation within their broadcasting and
production sectors. However, this is more pronounced in nations with a tradition of federalisation such as Germany.

Other states have also implemented regional broadcasting systems, often as a counterbalance to an incumbent, centrally-
based state broadcasting system. The United Kingdom’s ITV network was established in the 1950s based upon a
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federation of regional broadcasters and was further subdivided in the 1960s5. France has its own national network of
provincial stations providing local content. Spain introduced autonomous stations reflecting the increasing demands for
regional devolution, particularly in the Basque region and in Catalunya where TV3 has emerged as an important voice
not just within Spanish but within international broadcasting and programme development. Italy meanwhile took a
different route. There hundreds of illegal radio and television stations sprang up in the 1970s and 1980s, some of them
with clear political affiliations, and acting as a counterweight to the RAI which was a highly politicised organisation with
individual channels aligning themselves with the then dominant parties: the Christian Democrats, the Italian Socialist
Party and the Communist Party. 

The declining cost of production has helped spur the growth of regional independents although the budgets for such
programming are not typically high. Hence, there is some counterweight to the tendency for networks of resources and
skills to congregate around the metropolises. However, Europe has yet to demonstrate the viability of city-based stations
as in the United States or more interestingly in Toronto where Citytv pioneered the use of new technologies, inexpensive
production technique, unorthodox style and a resolutely local focus to allow it to compete with mainstream networks.

The changing demography of the workforce is an important area of focus for social partners and for policy makers and
here again the picture is mixed and the data available inconsistent. Most existing studies point to an imbalance in
employment in favour of men (with the exception of clerical, administrative and marketing functions). This picture is
changing, particularly at managerial level as women gain better access to production roles. Technical roles still remain
dominated largely by men although the situation is gradually changing. Encouragingly, the few surveys of the new media
workforce and anecdotal evidence suggests that a more equal balance is emerging around new media skills, particularly
interactive design and in project management functions. 

Even less data exists with regard to the ethnic makeup of the audiovisual workforce. A recent article by the European
Institute for the Media suggests that only the BBC has rigorously monitored its staff over an extended period of time and
aims to ensure that its composition mirrors the ethnic profile of the United Kingdom . A somewhat dated but important
study, sponsored by the Council of Europe, focusing upon programming aimed at migrants and of television
programming designed to meet their needs was published in 1995 and is worthy of attention (Frachon, C. and
Vargaftig, M., 1995.)

However, the dot com boom and the increasing demand for skilled technical staff raised other issues regarding the
issuing of work permits, particularly for workers arriving from the Indian sub-continent and South East Asia. 

Facilities and post-production
Centred around metropolitan areas the sector matches the distribution of the production industry although data networks
are making the industry less location dependent. The European Investment Bank has estimated that like the production
sector as a whole, approximately 90% of companies in the UK and France are concentrated around the capital. In more
federal countries such as Germany studios and post-production facilities are more dispersed, centre around regional
production sectors. Production facilities are split between Berlin (28%), Munich (40%) and Hamburg (20%). (Debande, O.,
Chetrit, G., 2001.)
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5
Since the awarding of new ITV franchises in the early 1990s ITV has been allowed to merge and rationalise its network of
franchisees bringing them under the control of a small handful of companies (most notably Central and Granada). These
companies have argued that they require scale if UK television companies are to compete in the face of competition from overseas
competitors and in an market characterised by, among other things, technology-driven change.
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Although the industry attracts and increasing number of women it remains dominated by male employees. This is less
the case in new media and interactive agencies.

Corporate social responsibility

The corporate social responsibility (CSR) dialogue within the audiovisual sector is only now beginning to get underway
and the enthusiasm with which it is being embraced varies from territory to territory, industry segment and across
production genre. As well as social partners this dialogue also includes the leading European associations representing
both broadcasters and independent producers. 

Unlike other areas of commercial activity, many of the central concerns underpinning CSR initiatives have long been
important within broadcasting and, to a lesser extent, production. Although some countries have awarded broadcast
licences on minimalist and commercially-driven basis they were, in the past, awarded according to quality or public
service criteria (even in many less regulated markets). With the arrival of multichannel television and the quantitative
expansion of choice, however, regulatory regimes have become more light touch. In such circumstances the
incorporation of CSR injunctions and the coverage of issues within output has gravitated increasingly towards the public
service broadcasters. Regulation of content has become largely focused upon the specific aspects of advertising (such as
the prohibition on tobacco advertising).

For the audiovisual industries, however, the focus upon CSR issues is seen, particularly by the Unions, citizens’ groups
and special interest groups, as a corrective to these trends. Much of the focus in campaigning remains oriented towards
the maintenance of public service broadcasting and its commitment to CSR objectives. 

Private broadcasters do, of course, support good causes both out of genuine commitment and as an extension of general
marketing activities. Organisations such as Turner Broadcasting demonstrated to an ongoing commitment to global
causes including peace, human rights, and poverty eradication. All countries are used to the regular broadcasting of
telethons and other fund raising events. 

However, the emergence of digital, interactive and cable television is beginning to recognise the ability of interactive
services to extend the range of services directly accessible by citizens. Framed within the rubric of the Information
Society there is increasing expectation that private as well as public companies will play a role in this respect, especially
as iTV can provide a more user-friendly, and in the long term, more ubiquitous contact point (see, for example, the report
Innovation and jobs in the information society of the 21st century published by the Bundesministerium für Wirtsschaft
und Technologie in 1999). 

For the broadband cable operators, the ability to provide public services is seen as an important differentiator and a
source of competitive advantage vis-à-vis satellite and terrestrial digital operators with more limited return path
capabilities6. Some organisations have launched pilot programmes exploring such options, notably Telewest’s Living
Health, a joint venture with the UK’s National Health Service and the world’s first broadband health service. The award
winning pilot has been greeted as a pioneering initiative designed to open up services to citizens and a model for
initiatives in other fields. 

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Other important developments  within the general field of CSR include:

The growth of community radio in some territories (where spectrum allocation or local cable operators permit it) with
links into local community needs and issues.

The emergence of a subset of the production sector oriented towards campaigning and issue-based television
production, facilitated by increasingly cost-effective production technologies.

The ability to make use of alternative channels to distribute not-for-profit and campaigning programming including
video streaming. Such organisations play an important role in getting neglected issues on to the media and policy
general. For example, campaigners recently applauded Swedish public broadcaster SVT’s recent documentary on the
use of child labour in the Sports apparel industry which succeeded in eliciting a degree of action from manufacturers.

An increasingly important role to be played by government departments and NGOs in encouraging such programming.
UNESCO has long played an important role in helping fund programming.

Finally, social partners have argued for an increasing role for digital and new media in Europe in assisting the closing
of the digital divide between the developed and developing countries.

Employment

The audiovisual sector is an important and, according to the majority of available sources, an expanding industry.
However, available data sources show considerable disparity in their estimates of the size of the market making firm
conclusions difficult to reach and providing a poor basis for policy decisions at a European level and for assessing
sectoral competitiveness. There is considerable variation between the classifications and definitions used to define the
audiovisual sector both between countries and between the statistical bodies, industry associations and consultancies
providing input into assessments. Some definitions include film and video production as well as broadcasting and
television production and distribution and there is little disaggregation of these figures (to reveal employment patterns
among sub-sectors such as distribution or facilities).

The difficulties presented by such wide discrepancies has been recognised at an international level. Eurostat has begun
the process of revising the methodology underpinning the measurement and amalgamation of audiovisual statistics and
the standard ISIC and NACE classifications are also being reviewed.

Estimates of total audiovisual employment exist placing it at around 1 million. In a study commissioned by the European
Commission a 70% growth in revenues by 2005 (since 1998) was estimated, which will create an additional 350,000
high-skill jobs (European Commission, 1997).
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Table 5: Comparative estimates of audiovisual employment by country (European Commission, 1997)

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Culture, the Culture Industries and Employment, SEC (98) 837. The figures contained in the paper were gathered as background
to discussions at the European Audiovisual Conference, Challenge and Opportunities in the Digital Age on 6-8 April 1998.
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Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries

Statisticians working in the field also broadly concur that there has been a tendency to overstate employment statistics
and the majority of studies tend to support this view. Even combining motion picture, radio and television employment
the estimates of more than a million workers in the audiovisual industries would seem to be high. Examination of the
estimates provided by a variety of organisations for 1997 (Figure 32), the only year for which a wide range of data is
available, suggests that the total is somewhat lower. An average of these studies leads us to an estimated job market size
of 618,693. 

Analysis of the data sources suggest annual employment growth of between 5% and 8% in the audiovisual industries as
a whole (including feature film production). A similar pattern can be discerned within radio and television services. Such
rates of growth are significantly better than many other areas of the European economy.

The poor granularity and segmentation of employment data (and of information regarding the performance and scale of
operations) makes it difficult to distinguish between organic growth and growth driven by the arrival of new
technologies. Certainly, substantial numbers of jobs have been created by new channels such as cable and satellite
companies, including both skill and non-skilled labour (in the shape of call centre and customer relations staff).

Table 6: Growth patterns in radio and television services employment

However, many of the new channels, although important additions to choice and the employment market, tend to employ
fewer jobs than the traditional vertically integrated broadcasters. Thematic channels, for example, are frequently largely
based on rerun European or US programming. 

The picture in the public service arena is complex. The sector has broadly seen a decline in income and this has impacted
employment levels. Although some of these organisations, most notably, RTVE (Spain) and RTP (Portugal), saw
increases in staffing in the early 1990s improvements to funding regimes have been largely eroded. Furthermore, the cost
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Country 1997 2000 % change Share in 1997 Share in 2000 
Austria 2,800 3,000 0.1% 1.1% 1.0% 
Belgium 7,500 9,000 0.5% 2.9% 3.0% 
Denmark 1,700 2000 0.1% 0.7% 0.7% 
Finland 6,400 6,000 -0.1% 2.5% 2.0% 
France 16,700 17,000 0.1% 6.4% 5.6% 
Germany 51,500 83,000 10.4% 19.8% 27.5% 
Greece  8,200    
Ireland      
Italy 23,700 25,000 0.4% 9.1% 8.3% 
Luxembourg      
Netherlands      
Portugal 4,400     
Spain 29,600 30,000 0.1% 11.4% 9.9% 
Sweden 8,200 8,000 -0.1% 3.2% 2.7% 
United Kingdom 73,100 86,900 4.6% 28.1% 28.8% 
      
Total EU 15 260,000 301,600    
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of digitisation and the introduction of new digital and interactive service have not been matched by an sufficient increase
in revenues. Hence, although employment may have increased in some of these areas it has also been offset by the
economies in other areas of activity.

The move towards commissioning-based structures within many public and private broadcasting organisations has led
to an expansion of the independent sector across Europe (and with it employment). Such structures also characterise
those parts of the satellite and cable television industry which has also contributed to an increase in employment levels.
Much of this employment is of a freelance nature, reflecting the preference of independent production companies for
flexible structures and employment practices.

However, it should be noted that some territories have benefited more than others from the evolution of multichannel
services (and also from the increased opportunities presented by the Internet). The expansion of employment within the
European audiovisual sector has been largely concentrated in a small number of countries (the United Kingdom,
Germany, Spain, Italy and France8). In contrast, employment in smaller nations has been modest (typically less than 1%
per annum). 

As well as driving employment within the traditional segments of the audiovisual industries, ICT has had a transforming
effect, bringing new organisations (web development houses and design agencies, software developers and digital
consultancies) into their orbit. In many cases broadcasters and producers have absorbed such functions.

Much of the upturn in employment has been driven by large media groups such as Kirchgruppe and Vivendi-Universal.
However, these rapid growth rates (in employment and turnover) it seems may be matched by even more radical
rationalisation as companies are forced to readjust in the wake of failed initiatives or having overstretched themselves
during their growth phase.

There is an even more pronounced lack of data in the field of new media production (although this issue is beginning to
be addressed and at least one study underway, undertaken by the United Kingdom media and new media training body,
Skillset). 

As highlighted by the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) in 2000, there is little clarity regarding the
ultimate destination of the evolutionary process currently taking place in relation to interactive and new media services.
(Ducatel, K. et al, 2000).

Currently, the industry finds itself in a period of realignment. Despite the collapse of the advertising market (both
traditional and new media), the failed strategies of many leading media conglomerates and the collapse of many digital
media ventures it is not yet clear whether these developments are indicative of the evolutionary direction to be taken by
the industry, either in commercial terms or in the increase of employment opportunities.

While traditional media companies have reasserted their market dominance and many new media initiatives have been
disbanded or absorbed, internet and interactive media usage has increased. So too have aggregate revenues from
advertising and eCommerce. Such developments do not rule out the possibility of a reinvigorated digital media sector
(rooted in either established companies, digital start-ups or a combination of each).

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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8
It should be noted while the growth of employment within the French radio and television services sector has been less
pronounced than in other markets, it has been more than offset by the expansion of cinema production, much of it due to
investment from pay-TV service Canal+.
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In an important study for the Commission, MKW Wirtschaftsforschung GmbH, Munich, estimates that the market for
TIMES (Telecommunication, Internet, Multimedia, eCommerce, Software and Security) companies working in the
cultural field will increase the media and content sector employment dramatically, (MKW Wirtschaftsforschung, 2000).
This study examines the current employment creating potential of the European TIMES sector. 

Figure 7: Size of EUR - 15 TIMES companies according to number of employees

MKW’s TIMES classification includes the whole audiovisual sector and other aspects of the ‘cultural industries’
including publishing and the music industry. The study estimates that there are currently 1.5 million companies in the
fields of multimedia and software development, employing 12.5 million workers (it predicts that this will increase to 22
million by 2010. Its estimate of 7.2 million workers in the cultural industries as a whole (a term that embraces the arts,
theatre, all forms of performance as well as a broadly defined audiovisual sector) is considerably higher than previous
estimates. Many of these companies, however, are likely to be small with almost 80% with fewer than 20 employees.

Multichannel and pay television services 
Although they possess relatively lean production and development functions multichannel operators are often large
employers, particularly in areas such as customer care (see NTL and Telewest).

© European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2003
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Table 7: European cable companies - subscribers and employment

Source: European Cable Communications Association, 2001 (http://www.ecca.be/html/page.htm)

Production and distribution
According to ‘Culture’, the ‘Cultural Industries’ and ‘Employment’ approximately 25% of jobs within the audiovisual
sector are within production. However, reliable and detailed information on employment in European production is
largely lacking.

Facilities and post-production
No reliable figures exist at a European level for the facilities and post production sector. Post-production functions are
typically counted alongside production functions limiting serious analysis. Furthermore, the industry is highly
fragmented and in some markets lacks professional bodies or trade associations dedicated to representing its specific
interests and tracking commercial trends. The few studies that have appeared during the past five years have tended to
focus upon equipment buying and have been oriented towards the market for professional equipment (Media Directories
International, 1998).

In 1998 it was estimated that approximately 15,000 people were employed in some aspect of post-production across
Europe. The total of those employed in the broader facilities sector (including studios, equipment hire and other services)
will be substantially higher. The UK’s Skillset national training organisation calculates that while the post-production
sector employs 5,548 staff the total size of the facilities sector in more than double that at  13,035. A similar pattern can
be expected in Europe as a whole, especially as European post-production is grouped around studio complexes such as
Studio Babelsberg in Germany or Rome’s Cinecitta.

Figures for countries where data has been gathered over an extensive period (most notably, the United Kingdom) suggest
a decline in employment in the facilities and post-production sector. Information regarding salary scales and freelance
rates is similarly lacking (especially in relation to television production). 

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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Cable operator Homes 
passed 

Homes 
connected 

Digital TV 
subs 

High speed 
internet subs 

Telephony 
subs 

Number of 
employees 

Casema 1,442,500 1,315,800 35,060 91,100 - 875 
Com hem n,a, 1,400,000 122,00 48,000 - - 
Essent Kabelcom 1,750,000 1,668,000 11,000 110,000 17,000 1,150 
France Télécom Câble 1,522,000 782,000 122,000 45,000  900 
Kabel Hessen 1,800,000 1,300,000 - - - 330 
Kabel Deutschland 15,200,000 10,250,000 690,000 - - 2,500 
Noos 2,543,469 n,a, 318,119 88,154 2,212 1,075 
NTL¹ 8,845,000 3,274,000 1,100,000 100,000 2,306,400 15,480 
ONO 1,399,514 333,997 - 37,155 - 1,600 
TDC Kabel 1,200,000 828,483 43,803 24,661 - 680 
Telenet 2,280,000 408,000 - 201,000 207,000 940 
Telenor Avidi 522,000 350,000 27,800 10,600 - 250 
Telewest 4,914,155 1,765,619 723,826 107,000 1,615,809 10,500 
UPC² 13,635,800 8,973,000 56,400 507,200 445,600 - 
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Skills and qualifications

The changing structure of the audiovisual organisation and the replacement of vertically integrated structures by looser
networks of competence and skill existing within a variety of collaborating organisations have led to new demands for
skill and require new approaches to training.

In an environment dependent on large numbers of freelance staff workers are increasingly responsible for their own
training programmes and for identifying and booking themselves into courses. Such courses are increasingly provided
by governmental or independent training organisations rather than by broadcast employers.

Broadcasters have not entirely abandoned the provision of training programmes. Some have even expanded their training
initiatives to encompass new roles such as customer relations. In 2000 BSkyB spent £6.6 million on providing training
for its 13,000 call centre staff.

With the increasing hybridisation of roles the training demands upon workers have increased substantially, requiring an
increasing range of technical and managerial skills in addition to their core areas of expertise. New forms of digital and
interactive media require a wide range of skills and knowledge including:

understanding of interactivity, usability and human computer interaction;

understanding of business models and ability to embody them in services and applications;

business knowledge and entrepreneurial skills including investment, deal-negotiation, marketing and financing;

understanding of the underlying principles of new technologies (even if programming and integration is carried out by
subordinates);

writing skills for interactive media;

strategic-analysis and planning skills;

project management;

understanding of traditional and interactive marketing techniques;

understanding of both traditional and new media;

understanding of metadata, asset management and content reuse issues;

knowledge of intellectual property law;

understanding of the nature of alternative channels and their usability characteristics.

Specialists naturally require deep knowledge of these issues. However, they are becoming increasingly important for
production and editorial staff.

Distribution plays a central role in facilitating production and has an influence out of proportion with the number of
people employed. Distribution functions as one of the key choreographing functions within the audiovisual economy
sourcing or providing production finance and ensuring that assets are exploited efficiently across all possible outlets.
Traditionally, such knowledge and skills are acquired on the job and over a considerable span of time. National
government and the EU have sought, however, to formalise training in this field, adding distribution oriented training

© European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2003
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and business management and strategy training to the range of course that they offer. One notable instance is the creation
of the Media Business School in Madrid. Other training provided under the aegis of Commission’s Media Plus
programme are courses in production technique, scriptwriting, development and a wide range of other skills and
disciplines. At a national level, training bodies such as the UK’s Skillset are developing similar initiatives aimed at their
own production and distribution communities.

Much of the focus of the debate concerning training during the past five years has focused on the increasing need for
audiovisual workers’ acquisition of technical skills. However, it should be noted that many analysts expect the main area
of growth in the coming years to be in content and creativity rather than in technology.

Multichannel and pay television services 
In addition to production, technical and managerial staff satellite and cable operators have an increasing need for
strategic planners, and business specialists capable of thinking imaginatively and identifying new ways to use their
platforms and transform functionality into new revenue streams.

Production and distribution
Information regarding training investment is limited. As UK producers’ organisation PACT points out, ‘it is very difficult
to gather statistics about training investment from busy independents, they see it as another layer of bureaucracy -
spending money which could be used on training. Anecdotally, they will say they know where the skills gaps are and
where money needs to be invested, but they do not keep figures about training spend and are too busy to complete
financial questionnaires’ (http://www.pact.co.uk/uploads/file_bank/319.pdf ). 

Facilities and post-production
Although computer science, film, media, design and new media courses increasingly address the demands of television
and film post-production and skills such as editing form part of degree courses there is a broad acknowledgement that
much of the training in post-production techniques takes place ‘on the job.’

Specialists typically acquire their skills through taking roles as assistants and progressing through the ranks based on
experience required. Entry into the workplace is still often via unskilled functions such as working as a ‘runner’ or in
administrative roles.

The high-cost of post-production systems makes it difficult for higher education institutions to provide training in such
technologies and even within the workplace, much of the structured training that is provided comes from manufacturers.
Organisations such as Skillset recognise the drawbacks of this approach and the barriers it places in the way of
developing rounded skill-sets.

The arrival of low-cost editing Microsoft Windows and Apple Mac based systems has placed certain functions within
the grasp of educational institutions. However, within the workplace, the increased efficiency and lower-cost of such
systems, coupled with a drive towards increased productivity, has reduced the number of assistant roles within post-
production organisations. In the absence of a clear in-house training route, many fear a lowering of standards and an
increasing skills shortage if alternative training methods are not developed to fill the gap. At the same time, cutbacks
within public broadcasters, another source of skilled talent, is being viewed with mounting concern and unions and other
stakeholders have called for earmarked funds for public broadcasters and independent industry training bodies to prevent
further dilution of training standards.

Graphics and media sector - The audiovisual industries
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